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As recognized, adventure as competently as experience roughly lesson, amusement, as skillfully as contract can be gotten by just checking out a book History Oral An Land Promised The To Shanghai To Bialystok From War Of Dust The Wear To in addition to it is not directly done, you could
allow even more vis--vis this life, not far oﬀ from the world.
We come up with the money for you this proper as capably as simple way to get those all. We oﬀer History Oral An Land Promised The To Shanghai To Bialystok From War Of Dust The Wear To and numerous ebook collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. in the course of them is this
History Oral An Land Promised The To Shanghai To Bialystok From War Of Dust The Wear To that can be your partner.
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THE PROMISE OF THE LAND AS OATH
A KEY TO THE FORMATION OF THE PENTATEUCH
Walter de Gruyter The series Beihefte zur Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft (BZAW) covers all areas of research into the Old Testament, focusing on the Hebrew Bible, its early and later forms in Ancient Judaism, as well as its branching into many neighboring cultures of the Ancient
Near East and the Greco-Roman world.

TO WEAR THE DUST OF WAR
FROM BIALYSTOK TO SHANGHAI TO THE PROMISED LAND, AN ORAL HISTORY
Springer Like many European Jews, Sam Iwry began his life in Poland, but at the age of ten ﬂed with his family to Russia before World War I. At age 29, Iwry was forced to ﬂee again - this time from the Soviets - and ended up in Shanghai, China, joining 20,000 Jewish refugees who were there. The story
of the Diaspora caused by the Holocaust is well-known, but the Far Eastern dimension has come to light only very recently. Iwry is a magniﬁcent storyteller who not only brings the harrowing details of ﬂight and survival into vivid detail, but he is also an historian who deliberately places his own
experiences into much wider context. This oral history sheds light on Jewish life in Eastern Europe during the inter-war period, the search for a safe haven from Nazis and Soviets, daily life in the Shanghai ghetto, and emigration to America. Iwry's story is both representative of the Jewish experience and
also completely unique.

SARGE
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SARGENT SHRIVER
Other Press, LLC As founder of the Peace Corps, Head Start, the Special Olympics (with wife Eunice Kennedy Shriver), and other organizations, Sargent Shriver was a key social and political ﬁgure whose inﬂuence continues to the present day. This authorized biography, exhaustively researched and
ﬁnely rendered by Scott Stossel (deputy editor of The Atlantic), reads like an epic novel, with “Sarge” marching through the historical events of the last century—the Great Depression, World War II, JFK’s assassination, the Cold War, and many more. Sarge gives us a complete account of Shriver’s life, as
well as a thoughtful commentary on the Kennedy family, the Peace Corps, and United States and world history. It is a riveting and comprehensive reconstruction of a life that exempliﬁes what it means to be a true American.

ORAL HISTORY OFF THE RECORD
TOWARD AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF PRACTICE
Springer Because oral history interviews are personal interactions between human beings, they rarely conform to a methodological ideal. These reﬂections from oral historians provide honest and rigorous analyses of actual oral history practice that address the complexities of a human-centered
methodology.

A HISTORY OF WESTFIELD, INDIANA
THE PROMISE OF THE LAND
Arcadia Publishing Founded in 1834 by a small group of Quakers protesting human slavery in the South, Westﬁeld and Washington Township served as an important home station on the Underground Railroad. Shortly after black emancipation, residents rallied to promote racial equality and
harmonious living, helping to curtail the clout of the Ku Klux Klan. Van Camp Company, once the largest local employer, provided pork and beans for thousands of troops entrenched in World War I, and the community's strong agricultural tradition sustained the town through the Great Depression.
Author and historian Tom Rumer chronicles the challenges of growth and change in this history of Westﬁeld and Washington Township.

PREPARING THE NEXT GENERATION OF ORAL HISTORIANS
AN ANTHOLOGY OF ORAL HISTORY EDUCATION
Rowman Altamira Preparing the Next Generation of Oral Historians is an invaluable resource to educators seeking to bring history alive for students at all levels. Filled with insightful reﬂections on teaching oral history, it oﬀers practical suggestions for educators seeking to create curricula, engage
students, gather community support, and meet educational standards. By the close of the book, readers will be able to successfully incorporate oral history projects in their own classrooms.

PREPARING THE NEXT GENERATION OF ORAL HISTORIANS
AN ANTHOLOGY OF ORAL HISTORY EDUCATION
Rowman Altamira Preparing the Next Generation of Oral Historians is an invaluable resource to educators seeking to bring history alive for students at all levels. The anthology opens with chapters on the fundamentals of oral history and its place in the classroom, but its heart lies in nearly two dozen
insightful personal essays by educators who have successfully incorporated oral history into their own teaching. Filled with step by step descriptions and positive student feedback, these chapters oﬀers practical suggestions on creating curricula, engaging students, gathering community support, and
meeting educational standards. Lanman and Wendling open each chapter with thoughtful questions that guide readers, whether unfamiliar with oral history or seeking to reﬁne their approach, in applying the examples to their own classrooms. The bibliography of further resources at the anthology's
close provides interested educators with all the information necessary to transform their lessons and show their students' history's power as a living force within their own lives and communities.
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DOING ORAL HISTORY
A PRACTICAL GUIDE
Oxford University Press, USA Contains chapters on the discipline of oral history, especially as it relates to public history; starting an oral history project, including funding, staﬃng, equipment, processing, and legal concerns; conducting interviews; using oral history in research and writing, including
publishing; videotaping oral history; and more.

VOICES FROM THIS LONG BROWN LAND
ORAL RECOLLECTIONS OF OWENS VALLEY LIVES AND MANZANAR PASTS
Springer In this engaging oral history, residents of California's scenic, sparsely-populated Owens Valley reﬂect on their varied experiences with the region's turbulent past. Contested themes of Native American removal, water transfers, and wartime internment are interwoven with remembrances of the
valley's multicultural communities, its cattle ranching and agriculture, and its Western ﬁlmmaking, railroad, and mining enterprises. Together, author and narrators create an accessible and richly textured work of history, memory, and place.

ORAL HISTORY AND QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGIES
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
Routledge Oral History and Qualitative Methodologies: Educational Research for Social Justice examines oral history methodological processes involved in the doing of oral history as well as the theoretical, historical, and knowledge implications of using oral history for social justice projects. Oral history
in qualitative research is an umbrella term that integrates history, life history, and testimony accounts. Oral history draws from various social science disciplines, including educational studies, history, indigenous studies, sociology, anthropology, ethnic studies, women’s studies, and youth studies. The
book argues for the further development of a pedagogical culture related to oral history for educational research as part of the eﬀort to diversify the range of human experiences educators, community members, and policy makers incorporate into knowledge-making and knowledge-using processes.
Early career researchers, novice researchers, as well as experienced researchers are invited to join social science educational researchers in developing their own oral history projects using all of the tools, dispositions, and epistemologies aﬃliated with qualitative inquiry. The book will be of use in
courses on qualitative research methods, history, anthropology, women’s studies, and education disciplines as well as by community organizations who want to use oral history to preserve the history of communities and advance social justice projects.

DREAM DANCERS  VOL TWO  2018
Lulu.com In writing (vol. 2), Journey to the Promised Land, Jourdain discovered that, like oral histories and stories, the black Negro spirituals, country blues, and worksongs sung by Tommy McLennon, Blind Willie McTell, Misssippi John Hurt, Huddie Ledbetter and others, lent much deeper understanding
of the history-changing post/Civil War era.

EXODUS TO SHANGHAI
STORIES OF ESCAPE FROM THE THIRD REICH
Springer Of the 400,000 German-speaking Jews that escaped the Third Reich, about 16,000 ended up in Shanghai, China. This groundbreaking volume gathers 20 years of interviews with over 100 former Shanghai refugees. It oﬀers a moving collective portrait of courage, culture shock, persistence,
and enduring hope in the face of unimaginable hardships.

HISTORY OF RESTITUTION IN ANGLO AMERICAN LAW
Brill Archive

LAND OF BRIGHT PROMISE
ADVERTISING THE TEXAS PANHANDLE AND SOUTH PLAINS, 1870-1917
University of Texas Press “It shall be the chosen land, perpetual sunshine shall kiss its trees and vines, and, being storied in luscious fruits and compressed into ruddy wine, will be sent to the four points of the compass to gladden the hearts of all mankind . . . They will breathe the pure and bracing
air, bask in the healing sunshine, drink the invigorating wine, and eat the life prolonging fruit.” —from a brochure advertising the Staked Plains from the Missouri Paciﬁc Railway Company, 1889 Land of Bright Promise is a fascinating exploration of the multitude of land promotions and types of
advertising that attracted more than 175,000 settlers to the Panhandle–South Plains area of Texas from the late years of the nineteenth century to the early years of the twentieth. Shunned by settlers for decades because of its popular but forbidding image as a desert ﬁlled with desperados, savage
Indians, and solitary ranchers, the region was seen as an agricultural and cultural wasteland. The territ0ry, consequently, was among the last to be settled in the United States. But from 1890 to 1917, land companies and agents competed to attract new settlers to the plains. To this end, the combined
eﬀorts of local residents, ranchers and landowners, railroads, and professional real estate agents were utilized. Through brochures, lectures, articles, letters, fairs, and excursion trips, midwestern farmers were encouraged to ﬁnd new homes on what was once feared as the “Great American Desert.” And
successful indeed were these eﬀorts: from 13,787 in 1890, the population grew to 193,371 in 1920, with a corresponding increase in the amount of farms and farm acreage. The book looks at the imagination, enthusiasm, and determination of land promoters as they approached their task, including
their special advertisements and displays to show the potential of the area. Treating the important roles of the cattlemen, the railroads, the professional land companies, and local boosters, Land of Bright Promise also focuses on the intentions and expectations of the settlers themselves. Of special
interest are the ﬁfteen historical photographs and reproductions of promotional pieces from the era used to spur the land boom. What emerges is an engaging look at a critical period in the development of the Texas Panhandle and an overview of the shift from cattle to agriculture as the primary
industry in the area.

THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF THE PENTATEUCH
Oxford University Press Featuring contributions from internationally-recognized scholars in the study of the Pentateuch, this volume provides a comprehensive survey of key topics and issues in contemporary pentateuchal scholarship. The Oxford Handbook of the Pentateuch considers recent debates
about the formation of the Pentateuch and their implications for biblical scholarship. At the same time, it addresses a number of issues that relate more broadly to the social and intellectual worlds of the Pentateuch. This includes engagements with questions of archaeology and history, the Pentateuch
and the Samaritans, the relation between the Pentateuch and other Moses traditions in the Second Temple period, the Pentateuch and social memory, and more. Crucially, the Handbook situates its discussions of current developments in pentateuchal studies in relation to the ﬁeld's long history, one
that in its modern, critical phase is now more than two centuries old. By showcasing both this rich history and the leading edges of the ﬁeld, this collection provides a clear account of pentateuchal studies and a fresh sense of its vitality and relevance within biblical studies, religious studies, and the
broader humanities.

THE PROMISED LAND
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THE GREAT BLACK MIGRATION AND HOW IT CHANGED AMERICA
Vintage A New York Times bestseller, the groundbreaking authoritative history of the migration of African-Americans from the rural South to the urban North. A deﬁnitive book on American history, The Promised Land is also essential reading for educators and policymakers at both national and local
levels.

PROMISE TO THE LAND
ESSAYS ON RURAL WOMEN
This collection of essays by a well-known American historian begins with personal accounts of the author's own experiences on a farm commune in the 1970s and those of her German immigrant grandmother in Wisconsin in the early 1900s. Other essays draw on oral history, iconography, and material
culture to expand our knowledge of previously invisible women. Essays on Seneca women in New York, black women in Maryland, and Pueblo and Hispanic women in the Southwest document strategies used by diverse rural women to survive diﬃcult transitions. The collection concludes with a look at
modern attempts to retain family farms and a survey of new directions for research. Promise to the Land oﬀers insight into a neglected area of American culture and will be invaluable to scholars and students of rural sociology, history, and women's studies -- Book jacket.

TO THE PROMISED LAND: MARTIN LUTHER KING AND THE FIGHT FOR ECONOMIC JUSTICE
W. W. Norton & Company “This is a dangerous book.”—Robin D. G. Kelley, author of Freedom Dreams Fifty years ago, a single bullet robbed us of one of the world’s most eloquent voices for human rights and justice. To the Promised Land goes beyond the iconic view of Martin Luther King, Jr., as an
advocate of racial harmony, to explore his profound commitment to the poor and working class and his call for “nonviolent resistance” to all forms of oppression, including the economic injustice that “takes necessities from the masses to give luxuries to the classes.” “Either we go up together or we go
down together,” King cautioned, a message just as urgent in America today as then. To the Promised Land challenges us to think about what it would mean to truly fulﬁll King’s legacy and move toward his vision of “the Promised Land” in our own time.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ORAL HISTORY
OUR PROMISED LAND
The Institute for Southern Studies Soil, timber, and minerals have shaped the South inpeculiar ways and continue to stand in a precarious limbo between potential and exploitation. Not only has proﬁt-oriented development devoured the South's natural resources, it has also produced our own homegrown, land-hungry barons. The byproducts of this process are sharecropper and entrepreneur, clea rcut forests and ravaged mountains, the cotton plantation and agribusiness. The gas shortage and oil proﬁts, our electric bills and strip-mined coal, skyrocketing food prices—all accent the critical
position of land-based enterprises in our contemporary society. This double issue of Southern Exposure explores this foundation of southern culture.

PASSAGE TO PROMISE LAND
VOICES OF CHINESE IMMIGRANT WOMEN TO CANADA
McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP Spanning more than six decades, Passage to Promise Land is a revealing study of Chinese immigration to Canada from the end of the Second World War to the present day. Tracing the evolution of immigration policy through the stories of Chinese immigrant women,
Vivienne Poy captures the social, political, and ethnic tensions of the period. Although the narratives included here represent women of all ages and educational backgrounds, they share a common sense of determination and spirited resilience in the face of hardship. Through their stories we learn about
Chinese settlement experience, how the Chinese community developed alongside changes in immigration regulations, and why the immigration of Chinese families to Canada became commonplace in the 1970s. The women address experiences of patriarchy and discrimination in both China and
Canada, revive memories of the turbulent years in China at the end of the Paciﬁc War, and speak of their uncertainties about the return of Hong Kong's sovereignty from the United Kingdom to China in 1997. From the very ﬁrst mention of Chinese women's immigration in Canada's Parliament in 1879, to
the end of the twentieth century - when a Chinese woman was appointed Governor General - the road to equality has been long and arduous. Passage to Promise Land details the important events along the way through the voices of the women themselves.

THE JOURNEY TO THE PROMISED LAND
THE AFRICAN AMERICAN STRUGGLE FOR DEVELOPMENT SINCE THE CIVIL WAR
Greenwood Publishing Group Examines African American development as measured by progress in four critical areas of national life: economic, political, educational, and social.

A CHOSEN PEOPLE, A PROMISED LAND
MORMONISM AND RACE IN HAWAI'I
U of Minnesota Press How Native Hawaiians' experience of Mormonism intersects with their cultural and ethnic identities and traditions

SHARING THE EARTH, DIVIDING THE LAND
LAND AND TERRITORY IN THE AUSTRONESIAN WORLD
ANU E Press This collection of papers is the ﬁfth in a series of volumes on the work of the Comparative Austronesian Project. Reﬂecting the unique experience of fourteen ethnographers in as many diﬀerent societies, the papers in this volume explore how people in the Austronesian-speaking societies
of the Asia-Paciﬁc have traditionally constructed their relationship to land and speciﬁc territories. Focused on the nexus of local and global processes, the volume oﬀers fresh perspectives to current debate in social theory on the conﬂicting human tendencies of mobility and emplacement.

THIS LAND
ONLY ONE CUMORAH
Hayriver Press

THE RETURN OF ORAL HERMENEUTICS
AS GOOD TODAY AS IT WAS FOR THE HEBREW BIBLE AND FIRST-CENTURY CHRISTIANITY
Wipf and Stock Publishers Have Western exegetes turned an Eastern book into a Western one? Has our fondness for a ﬁxed printed text capable of being analyzed with precision and exactitude blinded us to other hermeneutic possibilities? Does God require all people to be able to analyze grammar
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to interpret Scripture? Does God assume all people can interpret Scripture through oral means? The authors recognize the eﬀects of centuries of literacy socialization that produced a blind spot in the Western Christian world—the neglect by most in the academies, agencies, and assemblies of the
foundational and forceful role orality had on the biblical text and teaching. From the inspired spoken word of the prophets, including Jesus (pre-text), to the elite literate scribes who painstakingly hand-printed the sacred text, to post-text interpretation and teaching, the footprint of orality throughout the
entire process is acutely visible to those having the oral-aural inﬂuenced eyes of the Mediterranean ancients. Could oral hermeneutics be the “mother of relational theology”?

ADDICTS WHO SURVIVED
AN ORAL HISTORY OF NARCOTIC USE IN AMERICA BEFORE 1965
Univ Tennessee Press The authors employ the techniques of oral history to penetrate the nether world of the drug user, giving us an engrossing portrait of life in the drug subculture during the "classic" era of strict narcotic control. Praise for the hardcover edition: "A momentous book which I feel is
destined to become a classic in the category of scholarly narcotic books." —Claude Brown, author of the bestseller, Manchild in the Promised Land. "The drug literature is ﬁlled with the stereotyped opinions of non-addicted, middle-class pundits who have had little direct contact with addicts. These
stories are reality. Narcotic addicts of the inner cities are both tough and gentle, deceptive when necessary and yet often generous--above all, shrewd judges of character. While judging them, the clinician is also being judged." —Vincent P. Dole, M.D., The Rockefeller Institute. "What was it like to be a
narcotic addict during the Anslinger era? No book will probably ever appear that gives a better picture than this one. . . . a singularly readable and informative work on a subject ordinarily buried in clichés and stereotypes." —Donald W. Goodwin, Journal of the American Medical Association " . . . an
important contribution to the growing body of literature that attempts to more clearly deﬁne the nature of drug addiction. . . . [This book] will appeal to a diverse audience. Academicians, politicians, and the general reader will ﬁnd this approach to drug addiction extremely beneﬁcial, insightful, and
instructive. . . . Without qualiﬁcation anyone wishing to acquire a better understanding of drug addicts and addiction will beneﬁt from reading this book." —John C. McWilliams, Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography "This study has much to say to a general audience, as well as those involved in
drug control." —Publishers Weekly "The authors' comments are perceptive and the interviews make interesting reading." —John Duﬀy, Journal of American History "This book adds a vital and often compelling human dimension to the story of drug use and law enforcement. The material will be of great
value to other specialists, such as those interested in the history of organized crime and of outsiders in general." —H. Wayne Morgan, Journal of Southern History "This book represents a signiﬁcant and valuable addition to the contemporary substance abuse literature. . . . this book presents ﬁndings
from a novel and remarkably imaginative research approach in a cogent and exceptionally informative manner." —William M. Harvey, Journal of Psychoactive Drugs "This is a good and important book ﬁlled with new information containing provocative elements usually brought forth through the touching
details of personal experience. . . . There isn't a recollection which isn't of intrinsic value and many point to issues hardly ever broached in more conventional studies." —Alan Block, Journal of Social History

CHIEF JOSEPH, YELLOW WOLF AND THE CREATION OF NEZ PERCE HISTORY IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Routledge This work focuses on how whites used Nez Perce history, images, activities and personalities in the production of history, developing a regional identity into a national framework.

THE LAND IS OUR HISTORY
INDIGENEITY, LAW, AND THE SETTLER STATE
Oxford University Press "The Land Is Our History tells the story of indigenous legal activism at a critical political and cultural juncture in Australia, Canada, and New Zealand. In the late 1960s, indigenous activists protested assimilation policies and the usurpation of their lands as a new mining boom
took oﬀ, radically threatening their collective identities. Often excluded from legal recourse in the past, indigenous leaders took their claims to court with remarkable results: for the ﬁrst time, their distinctive histories were admitted as evidence of their rights. Miranda Johnson examines how indigenous
peoples advocated for themselves in courts and commissions of inquiry between the early 1970s to the mid-1990s, chronicling an extraordinary and overlooked history in which virtually disenfranchised peoples forced powerful settler democracies to reckon with their demands. Based on extensive
archival research and interviews with leading participants, The Land Is Our History brings to the fore complex and rich discussions among activists, lawyers, anthropologists, judges, and others in the context of legal cases in far-ﬂung communities dealing with rights, history, and identity. The eﬀects of
these debates were unexpectedly wide-ranging. By asserting that they were the ﬁrst peoples of the land, indigenous leaders compelled the powerful settler states that surrounded them to negotiate their rights and status. Fracturing national myths and making new stories of origin necessary, indigenous
peoples' claims challenged settler societies to rethink their sense of belonging"--Provided by publisher.

PROMISED LAND: WHOSE LAND? WHOSE PROMISE?
WHO SHALL INHERIT? A COMPLETE HISTORY OF GOD AND HUMANITY WITH REFERENCE TO MIDDLE EAST
Covenant Books, Inc. Biblical interpretation of the Abrahamic Covenants and his descendants often present a bias against the Arabs and Ishmaelites perhaps due to lack of full knowledge of God's covenantal promises and blessings to humanity. Dr. Cherian presents clear evidences that God has no
partiality and that Jews, Christians, Arabs, Muslims, Hindus and all people are equally called to be the partakers of the Kingdom of God. Ishmael was not rejected, but he and his generations were abundantly blessed, and they have a continuous role to play in the end stages of the world. As a skilled
detective the author examines the Scriptures and calls all people to unlock the Bible and ﬁght for the Eternal Promised Land. The book presents: *A complete history of God and humanity

CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 1
STUDIES IN THE HISTORY, LITERATURE AND RELIGION OF BIBLICAL ISRAEL
Routledge The volume brings together forty years of agenda-setting scholarship in Israelite and Judean history. The historical essays gathered here were among the ﬁrst to raise serious questions about the "patriarchal age", the exodus from Egypt and the conquest of Canaan, and the temple of
Solomon. The literary essays on the Pentateuch challenged both the classical Documentary Hypothesis and the more recent modiﬁcations that support the notion of an extensive Deuteronomistic redaction of the Pentateuch. The ﬁnal set of essays examines biblical notions of patriarchal religion, myths
of human origin, and the legendary origins of Passover within a broad comparative context.

UNPROTECTED LABOR
HOUSEHOLD WORKERS, POLITICS, AND MIDDLE-CLASS REFORM IN NEW YORK, 1870-1940
UNC Press Books Through an analysis of women's reform, domestic worker activism, and cultural values attached to public and private space, Vanessa May explains how and why domestic workers, the largest category of working women before 1940, were excluded from labor protections that formed
the foundation of the welfare state. Looking at the debate over domestic service from both sides of the class divide, Unprotected Labor assesses middle-class women's reform programs as well as household workers' eﬀorts to determine their own working conditions. May argues that working-class
women sought to deﬁne the middle-class home as a workplace even as employers and reformers regarded the home as private space. The result was that labor reformers left domestic workers out of labor protections that covered other women workers in New York between the late nineteenth century
and the New Deal. By recovering the history of domestic workers as activists in the debate over labor legislation, May challenges depictions of domestics as passive workers and reformers as selﬂess advocates of working women. Unprotected Labor illuminates how the domestic-service debate turned
the middle-class home inside out, making private problems public and bringing concerns like labor conﬂict and government regulation into the middle-class home.

PROLOGUE TO HISTORY
THE YAHWIST AS HISTORIAN IN GENESIS
Westminster John Knox Press In this fascinating study, John Van Seters makes a compelling case for a new reading of Genesis. According to Van Seters, the book of Genesis represents the prologue to a major literary work, conceived and constructed by a single writer--an intellectual and historian.
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Van Seters argues that the author was a true historian who wrote history in the tradition of the ancient antiquarian.

THE BLOOD OF VICTORIANO LORENZO
AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE CHOLOS OF NORTHERN COCLÉ PROVINCE, PANAMA
McFarland People living in northern Coclé province, Panama, are proud to be independent. Hereditary leaders make decisions in consensus, a practice understood as continuous from pre–Columbian times. The term cholo, derogatory in some contexts, is valid here to discuss self-determination.
Victoriano Lorenzo led the “War of a Thousand Days” (1901–1903) that is understood in northern Coclé as a ﬁght for indigenous land rights. While state bureaucracies later labeled the region an “area of extreme poverty” and imposed programs seeking to eradicate “poverty,” local oral history narratives
focus on the interdependence of the natural environment and the human community. The indigenous political structure found liberation power through Catholic theology, and participated in a social movement that stopped a planned expansion of the Panama Canal. This book presents a new
understanding of the people and their social structure, informed by extensive archival research and by oral history interviews the author conducted while living in northern Coclé for approximately four years.

MAMA LEARNED US TO WORK
FARM WOMEN IN THE NEW SOUTH
Univ of North Carolina Press Farm women of the twentieth-century South have been portrayed as oppressed, worn out, and isolated. Lu Ann Jones tells quite a diﬀerent story in Mama Learned Us to Work. Building upon evocative oral histories, she encourages us to understand these

ORAL HISTORY PROJECTS IN YOUR CLASSROOM
Gives instructions for writing oral histories. Includes project examples, suggestions and handouts.

CATALOG OF COPYRIGHT ENTRIES. THIRD SERIES
1976: JULY-DECEMBER: INDEX
Copyright Oﬃce, Library of Congress

AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF HEALTH AND FITNESS, FROM PRE-HISTORY TO OUR POST-MODERN WORLD
Springer This book examines the health/ﬁtness interaction in an historical context. Beginning in primitive hunter-gatherer communities, where survival required adequate physical activity, it goes on to consider changes in health and physical activity at subsequent stages in the evolution of
“civilization.” It focuses on the health impacts of a growing understanding of medicine and physiology, and the emergence of a middle-class with the time and money to choose between active and passive leisure pursuits. The book reﬂects on urbanization and industrialization in relation to the need for
public health measures, and the ever-diminishing physical demands of the work-place. It then evaluates the attitudes of prelates, politicians, philosophers and teachers at each stage of the process. Finally, the book explores professional and governmental initiatives to increase public involvement in
active leisure through various school, worksite, recreational and sports programmes.

THE WAR ON ERROR
ISRAEL, ISLAM, AND THE MIDDLE EAST
Transaction Publishers In The War on Error, historian and political analyst Martin Kramer presents a series of case studies, some based on pathﬁnding research and others on provocative analysis, that correct misinformation clouding the public’s understanding of the Middle East. He also oﬀers a
forensic exploration of how misinformation arises and becomes “fact.” The book is divided into ﬁve themes: Orientalism and Middle Eastern studies, a prime casualty of the culture wars; Islamism, massively misrepresented by apologists; Arab politics, a generator of disappointing surprises; Israeli
history, manipulated by reckless revisionists; and American Jews and Israel, the subject of irrational fantasies. Kramer shows how error permeates the debate over each of these themes, creating distorted images that cause policy failures. Kramer approaches questions in the spirit of a relentless factchecker. Did Israeli troops massacre Palestinian Arabs in Lydda in July 1948? Was the bestseller Exodus hatched by an advertising executive? Did Martin Luther King, Jr., describe anti-Zionism as antisemitism? Did a major post-9/11 documentary ﬁlm deliberately distort the history of Islam? Did Israel
push the United States into the Iraq War? Kramer also questions paradigms—the “Arab Spring,” the map of the Middle East, and linkage. Along the way, he amasses new evidence, exposes carelessness, and provides deﬁnitive answers.

THE GOSPEL AND THE LAND OF PROMISE
CHRISTIAN APPROACHES TO THE LAND OF THE BIBLE
Wipf and Stock Publishers Today the "land of promise" is a spark in the tinder dry atmosphere of Middle Eastern aﬀairs. Events there continue to wield inﬂuence among peoples and in places well beyond the region itself. This raises for Christians the acute theological problem of how to relate to the
"land of promise" today and in light of the land of the Bible. Our hope is that this volume of essays will contribute to a more informed and theologically coherent response to the "Land of Promise." It is oﬀered here in the name of peace for all peoples in that place and among those who continue to look
to her as a place of promise.
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